Objective
The student will identify and order the letters of the alphabet.

Materials
▶ Green construction paper
  Cut 26 rectangles and label the top half of each with an uppercase letter from “A-Z.” Draw a
  mouth and an antennae on the “A” rectangle.
  Laminate.
▶ Vis-à-Vis® markers

Activity
Students alphabetize uppercase letters and write corresponding lowercase letters.
1. Scatter rectangles face up on a flat surface. Provide students with a Vis-à-Vis® marker.
2. Working in pairs, students place rectangles in alphabetical order while naming each letter.
3. Label the bottom of the rectangles with corresponding lowercase letters using a Vis-à-Vis®
   marker.
4. Continue until all uppercase letters have corresponding lowercase letters.
5. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
▶ Point to letters randomly while partner says sound.